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Abstract—A data-driven concurrent learning-based control
law is developed for the synchronization of a leader-follower
network of agents with uncertain nonlinear dynamics wherein
only a subset of the follower agents is connected to the
leader. The development is facilitated by the use of online
data-driven adaptive update policies to approximately learn
a distributed control law which satisfies a given performance
metric without the need for persistence of excitation (PE).
A neighbor-decoupled control structure is introduced which
provides greater flexibility in the consideration of individual
neighbors during synchronization and makes the control of each
agent a differential game.

I. INTRODUCTION

A network of cooperating agents can provide a more
reliable and capable strategy of accomplishing objectives;
e.g., multi-agent systems such as teams of robotic systems
and distributed sensors benefit from the ability to interact
with or sense the environment in a collaborative man-
ner simultaneously. Synchronization of a distributed leader-
follower network is achieved by cooperatively driving the
states of follower agents (nodes) to the states of neighboring
follower agents and the leader using local interactions in the
network. Specifying desired network behavior by assigning a
distributed performance metric (e.g. quadratic cost function)
to each agent in the network allows for the development of
distributed controllers which accomplish the desired global
network goals [1]. However, because the performance of
an agent depends upon the behavior of network neighbors,
an agent’s method for attaining desirable performance is
inherently coupled with that of its neighbors, making it
difficult to ascertain minimizing control policies. To address
this challenge, the interaction of the networked agents is
modeled with graphical differential game theory, wherein
each agent acts as a player in the network-wide game. This
approach provides coupled Hamilton-Jacobi (HJ) equations
for which the solution results in the distributed control laws
which minimize the given cost functions.

In general, the analytical solution of the coupled HJ equa-
tions for agents with nonlinear dynamics is infeasible. To this
end, adaptive dynamic programming (ADP) techniques have
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been employed to approximate solutions for the coupled HJ
equations [2]–[6]. The results in [7] and [8], among others,
demonstrate that recurrent learning-based ADP techniques
can be employed to approximately determine the solutions
of the coupled HJ equations. The works in [7] and [8], similar
to the work in [9]–[11], guarantee approximate solutions to
the HJ equations and uniformly ultimately bounded (UUB)
stability of the networked systems under the assumption
of persistence of excitation (PE), which is a condition that
asserts there is sufficient volatility in the dynamical system
for all time. PE, which in general is not verifiable online,
helps provide data richness for adaptive algorithms and is
often provided by injecting ad hoc exploratory signals to
the agents’ control signals. However, augmenting a control
signal with an exciting signal affects the system states in an
(often unknown) manner and can alter the intended controller
performance. Moreover, the effects of including the exciting
signal in the control input is generally not considered in
stability analyses, leaving the controller examination incom-
plete.

A concurrent learning-based (cf. [12], [13]) approach can
avoid the PE assumption by using recorded data, in addition
to instantaneously available data, to guarantee data richness
in adaptive algorithms. As recently shown in [14], online
data-driven concurrent learning-based techniques are capable
of approximately solving the optimal policy of a single
dynamical system using an assumption weaker than the
PE condition; to guarantee data richness, the concurrent
learning-based approach in [14] assumes there exists a set
of preselected state space points which, when evaluated with
the update regressor, provide full rank to the enacted data-
driven adaptive update laws. Thus, full rank of the adaptive
update laws is garnered by evaluating the update regressor
over an advantageous set of points instead of only along the
trajectory of the dynamical system.

This research presents a data-driven concurrent learning-
based ADP method of synchronizing a leader-follower net-
work of agents which have uncertain nonlinear dynamics
wherein only a subset of the follower agents is connected
to the leader. The control methodology is structured as an
infinite horizon nonzero-sum graphical game wherein each
agent computes a control policy online which minimizes a
given performance metric. Motivated by the work in [2], [15],
[16], the control of each agent is treated as a subgame in
which there is a player assigned to each neighbor that min-
imizes a performance metric respectively associated with its
assigned neighbor. This neighbor-decoupled strategy allows



for greater flexibility in how each neighbor is considered
during the formulation of a synchronizing control policy.

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION

A. Graph Theory Preliminaries

Consider an undirected graph, G = {V, E}, which de-
scribes the communication topology of a set of N net-
worked agents V = {1, 2, . . . , N} with communication links
E ⊆ V × V . If agents i ∈ V and j ∈ V communicate
with each other, the pairs (i, j), (j, i) are defined such that
(i, j) , (j, i) ∈ E. It is assumed that the network contains no
self-loops, i.e., (i, i) /∈ E. The neighborhood of an agent i
is the set of all networked agents which communicate with i
and is defined as N , {j ∈ V | (i, j) ∈ E}. Let aij ∈ R be
a constant link weight such that aij = aji > 0 if (i, j) ∈ E
and aij = aji = 0 otherwise. The graph adjacency matrix
A ∈ RN×N is defined as A , [aij | i, j = 1, . . . , N ].

Let the graph Ḡ =
{
V̄, Ē

}
represent G augmented by a

network leader, denoted by {0}, such that V̄ = V ∪ {0}.
The link set Ē is constructed such that E ⊂ Ē and (i, 0) ∈
Ē if agent i communicates with the leader. Using Ē, the
neighborhood N̄i is defined as N̄i ,

{
j ∈ V̄ | (i, j) ∈ Ē

}
.

A pinning gain matrix A0 ∈ RN×N is defined as A0 ,
diag (ai0) | i = 1, . . . , N , where the weight ai0 ∈ R is
defined such that ai0 > 0 if (i, 0) ∈ Ē and ai0 = 0 otherwise.

B. Network Objectives

Let each agent i ∈ V have dynamics of the form

ẋi = fi (xi) + giui, (1)

where xi ∈ S is the measurable state, fi : S → Rn represents
uncertain continuous drift dynamics, gi ∈ Rn×m is a known,
constant control-effectiveness matrix, ui ∈ Rm is the control
input, and the set S ⊂ Rn is the state space.

Agents in the network seek to cooperatively synchronize
in state towards the leader state, which is selected to be
the origin (xo = 0 ∈ S) for simplicity of exposition. The
synchronizing control input for each agent must satisfy a
desired behavior specified by a quadratic cost function.

C. General Approach

This approach considers a class of nonlinear systems
specified by the following assumption.

Assumption 1. The continuous drift dynamics, fi, i =
1, . . . , N , satisfies fi (0) = 0 and contains unknown con-
stants that are linear-in-the-parameters (LP).

To quantify an agent’s progress towards synchronization,
a neighborhood tracking error ei ∈ S is designed for agent
i ∈ V as [17]

ei ,
∑
j∈N̄i

aij (xi − xj) . (2)

To facilitate the development of a control policy and to allow
for greater flexibility in how individual neighbors are treated
during synchronization, a partial neighborhood tracking error

eij ∈ S is defined as eij , aij (xi − xj) and the control
policy ui in (1) is structured as an |Ni| player game such
that

ui =
∑
j∈N̄i

uij , (3)

where uij ∈ Rm is a player and |·| denotes set cardinality for
a set argument. Note that, as opposed to results such as [7],
[8], [17] wherein the control signal evaluates the summation
in (2) wholly, the controller in (3) is structured such that
the relative state difference between agents is considered
individually. To this end, each player minimizes the cost

Jij ,
1

2

ˆ ∞
0

Lij (eij , uij) dt, (4)

where Lij (eij , uij) , eTijQijeij + uTijRiuij and Qij ∈
Rn×n, Ri ∈ Rm×m are user-specified positive definite,
constant, symmetric weighting matrices which allow for
customization of the desired performance.

III. SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION

To approximate the drift dynamics for use in the subse-
quent control development, each agent i approximates its
own drift dynamics, fi, using a concurrent learning-based
update scheme.

Let fi (xi) = Yi (xi) θ
∗
i represent the LP form of the drift

dynamics of agent i, where Yi : Rn → Rn×pi is a known
regression matrix and θ∗i ∈ Rpi represents a constant vector
of unknown parameters. The function f̂i : Rn × Rpi → Rn
is used as an estimate of the unknown function fi and is
defined as f̂i

(
xi, θ̂i

)
, Yi (xi) θ̂i, where θ̂i ∈ Rpi is an

estimate of the unknown vector θ∗i .
The drift dynamics are estimated by constructing the

identifier
˙̂xi = f̂i + giui + kx̃ix̃i, (5)

where x̃i is the state estimation error defined as x̃i , xi− x̂i
and kx̃i ∈ Rn×n is a constant positive definite diagonal gain
matrix. The identification error dynamics can be obtained
using (1) and (5) as

˙̃xi = Yiθ̃i − kx̃ix̃i, (6)

where θ̃i , θ∗i − θ̂i.

A. Estimate update policy

A concurrent learning-based approach is used to update the
estimate θ̂i. The following assumption specifies the observ-
ability condition used to guarantee parameter identification.

Assumption 2. [12], [13] A finite set of time instances
{tl | l = 1, . . . , L1} exists for each agent i such that

rank

(
L1∑
l=1

(
Y li
)T
Y li

)
= pi, (7)

where Y li , Y (xi (tl)).



A data stack is maintained by recording the states{
xli , xi (tl) | l = 1, . . . , L1

}
and corresponding control

values
{
uli , ui (tl) | l = 1, . . . , L1

}
; the stack updating is

governed by using a singular value maximizing algorithm
(cf. [13]).

The PE condition assumes enough excitation is present in
the estimated system for all time and is used prevalently to
guarantee parameter convergence in estimation and adaptive
control; however, the condition in (7) only assumes that
the system states are exciting over a finite period of time.
Furthermore, satisfaction of the condition in (7) can be
verified online. Note that the satisfaction of the condition
in (7) can be more easily accomplished by gathering more
data than necessary, i.e., L1 � pi.

The update law for θ̂i is designed as

˙̂
θi = Γθ̂iY

T
i x̃i + Γθ̂ikθ̂i

L1∑
l=1

(
Y li
)T (

ẋli − giuli − Y li θ̂i
)
,

(8)
where Γθ̂i ∈ Rpi×pi is a constant positive definite gain
matrix and kθ̂i ∈ R>0 is a constant concurrent learning gain.
Note that (8) depends on the unknown past state derivative
ẋli = ẋi (tl); because the value ẋli is a past value, it can
be numerically calculated using preceding and proceeding
recorded state information using numerical smoothing tech-
niques. This online method of computing the state derivative
facilitates facilitates the online implementation of (8).

Using (1) and the definitions of f̂i and θ̃i, the update law
in (8) can also be expressed as

˙̂
θi = Γθ̂iY

T
i x̃i + Γθ̂ikθ̂i

(
L1∑
l=1

(
Y li
)T
Y li

)
θ̃i. (9)

B. Estimate convergence
Let VI,i : Rn+pi → R≥0 be a positive definite continu-

ously differentiable Lyapunov function defined as

VI,i ,
1

2
x̃Ti x̃i +

1

2
θ̃Ti Γ−1

θ̂i
θ̃i. (10)

The positive definite Lyapunov function in (10) satisfies the
inequalities

V I,i ‖zi‖
2 ≤ VI,i ≤ V̄I,i ‖zi‖2 , (11)

where V I,i , 1
2 min

(
1, λmin

(
Γθ̂i
))

and V̄I,i ,
1
2 max

(
1, λmax

(
Γθ̂i
))

are positive known constants, zi ,[
x̃Ti , θ̃

T
i

]T
, and λmin (·) and λmax (·) denote the minimum

and maximum eigenvalues, respectively. Using (6) and (9),
the derivative of (10) can be expressed as

V̇I,i = −x̃Ti kx̃ix̃i − θ̃Ti kθ̂i

(
L1∑
l=1

(
Y li
)T
Y li

)
θ̃i. (12)

Provided the identifier condition in Assumption 2 is sat-
isfied, the matrix

∑L1

l=1

(
Y li
)T
Y li is positive definite. Using

this fact and the inequalities in (11), (12) can be bounded as

V̇I,i ≤ −cI,i ‖zi‖2 ≤ −
cI,i
V̄I,i

VI,i, (13)

where cI,i , min
(
λmin (kx̃i) , kθ̂iY i

)
, where Y i ,

λmin

(∑L1

l=1

(
Y li
)T
Y li

)
> 0. The inequalities in (11) and

(13) can be used to show that ‖x̃i (t)‖ ,
∥∥∥θ̃i (t)

∥∥∥ → 0 expo-
nentially fast. Furthermore, Yi (t) ∈ L∞ if xi (t) ∈ L∞.1

Thus, it follows from (6) that
∥∥ ˙̃xi (t)

∥∥ → 0 exponentially
fast. In the presence of state derivative estimation errors, the
parameter estimation error θ̃i can be shown to be uniformly
ultimately bounded (UUB), where the magnitude of the
ultimate bound depends upon the derivative estimate error
[13].

Because the data record
∑L1

l=1

(
Y li
)T
Y li is updated during

estimation, the dynamical system represented by (6) and (9)
is a switched system. Let TL ∈ R>0 be the elapsed time re-
quired to collect sufficient data to satisfy the condition in (7).
Assuming that the system states are sufficiently exciting over
the time interval [0, T ] and the recorded data

∑L1

l=1

(
Y li
)T
Y li

are collected using a singular value maximizing algorithm,
(13) ensures that (10) is a common Lyapunov function for
the switched system of (6) and (9) (cf. [13]).

IV. CONTROLLER DEVELOPMENT

Throughout the control development, let the subscript j
denote a neighbor of agent i such that j ∈ N̄i.

A. Desired control policy

Using the principle of optimality, the aforementioned cost
function can be minimized by minimizing the value function
Vij : S → R≥0, which is defined as

Vij ,
1

2

ˆ ∞
t

Lij (eij (τ) , uij (τ)) dτ, (14)

where to denotes the initial time. The optimal value function
V ∗ij : S → R≥0, minimized by the control contribution of
player uij is

V ∗ij = min
uij :S→Rm

uij∈Uij

1

2

ˆ ∞
t

Lij (eij (τ) , uij (τ)) dτ, (15)

where Uij is the set of admissible control policies for player
uij [18].

Because the minimization of each value function Vij is
inherently coupled with the minimization of other value
functions through mutual dependence on neighbor’s states, an
individual value function depends on all tracking errors in the
undirected network. The coupled Hamilton-Jacobi equation
may be constructed as

H∗ij =
1

2
L∗ij +

∑
(k,l)∈Ē

∂V ∗ij
∂ekl

akl

(
fk + gku

∗
k

− 1{l 6=0} (fl + glu
∗
l )
)

= 0, (16)

where L∗ij , Lij
(
eij , u

∗
ij

)
, u∗ij is the admissible minimizer

in (15), ẋ∗i , fi (xi) + giu
∗
i if i ∈ V and ẋ∗0 = 0, and u∗i =

1It is shown in the following stability analysis that xi (t) ∈ L∞ ∀i ∈ V .



∑
j∈N̄i

u∗ij . The closed-form solution of u∗ij is obtained from

(16) by solving
∂H∗ij(eij ,u

∗
ij)

u∗ij
= 0. Provided the continuously

differentiable solution for V ∗ij in (16) exists, the stabilizing
desired control policy may be expressed as2

u∗ij = −R−1
i gTi

(∑
k∈N̄i

aik

(
∂V ∗ij
∂eik

)T

−
∑
k∈Ni

aki

(
∂V ∗ij
∂eki

)T)
. (17)

B. Desired policy approximation

In general, the expression in (17) cannot be solved analyt-
ically. For implementation purposes, an approximation pro-
tocol for the desired policy for each agent is detailed in this
section. An ADP-based approach is used to develop a two-
tier architecture for approximately learning both the desired
value function and policy online simultaneously. Since this
approach uses neural networks for learning, the following
assumption is necessary for function approximation.

Assumption 3. The set S is compact.

Note that the set S is compact if all initial conditions
xi (t0) are bounded (see [8, Remark 1] for details). For
notational brevity, let the vector Ξ ∈ Rn|Ē| be a composite
column containing each error signal eij , (i, j) ∈ Ē.

Using the universal function approximation property of
NNs, a NN containing wij neurons can be used to equiva-
lently represent the desired value function V ∗ij as

V ∗ij (Ξ) = WT
ijσij (Ξ) + εij (Ξ) , (18)

with arbitrarily small εij , where Wij ∈ Rwij is an unknown
ideal NN weight matrix bounded above by a known constant
W̄ij ∈ R>0 as ‖Wij‖ ≤ W̄ij , σij : S → Rwij is
a selected nonlinear, continuously differentiable, bounded
activation function such that σij (0) = 0 and ∂σij

∂Ξ (0) = 0,
and εij : S → R is an unknown function reconstruction error.
The reconstruction error satisfies sup%∈S |εij (%)| ≤ ε̄ij and

sup%∈S

∣∣∣∂εij∂Ξ |%
∣∣∣ ≤ ε̄′ij , where ε̄ij , ε̄

′
ij ∈ R>0 are constant

upper bounds.
Let σ′ijkl ,

∂σij

∂ekl
and ε′ijkl ,

∂εij
∂ekl

. Using (18), u∗ij may
be alternatively expressed as

u∗ij = −R−1
i gTi

((∑
k∈N̄i

aikσ
′T
ijik −

∑
k∈Ni

akiσ
′T
ijki

)
Wij

+
∑
k∈N̄i

aikε
′T
ijik −

∑
k∈Ni

akiε
′T
ijki

)
. (19)

2To verify that the control policy u∗ij is indeed stabilizing,
a Lyapunov stability analysis may be performed using the
Lyapunov equation VL∗ =

∑
i∈V

∑
j∈N̄i

V ∗ij and the property∑
(k,l)∈Ē

∂V ∗ij
∂ekl

akl
(
fk + gkuk − 1l6=0 (fl + glul)

)
= − 1

2
L∗ij .

Because the function reconstruction error εij is unknown,
the desired value function V ∗ij and control policy u∗ij are
approximated as

V̂ij = ŴT
cijσij ,

uij = −R−1
i gTi

∑
k∈N̄i

aikσ
′T
ijik −

∑
k∈Ni

akiσ
′T
ijki

 Ŵaij ,

(20)
where Ŵcij (t) , Ŵaij (t) ∈ Rwij are the “critic” and “actor”
estimates, respectively, of the ideal NN weight Wij .

The Bellman error (BE) for an agent i with respect to a
neighbor j, δij (·) ∈ R, constitutes a metric for “closeness”
to optimality and is defined as the difference between the HJ
and the approximation of the HJ. The BE can be represented
in unmeasurable form as δij , Ĥij −H∗ij ; however, because
H∗ij = 0, the BE is represented in a measurable form as

δij = Ĥij , (21)

where Ĥij is defined as

Ĥij ,
1

2
eTijQijeij +

1

2
uTijRiuij + ŴT

cijχij , (22)

and the regressor vector χij ∈ Rwij is defined as

χij ,
∑

(k,l)∈Ē

akl
∂σij
∂ekl

(
f̂k + gkuk − 1{l 6=0}

(
f̂l + glul

))
.

(23)

C. NN update policy

The solution of the policy in (19) may be approximated by
designing NN weight update policies Ŵcij and Ŵaij which
use the BE as feedback to minimize

´∞
0

(δij (τ)) dτ . Online
NN learning, i.e., the minimization of

´∞
0

(δij (τ)) dτ , is
often guaranteed by augmenting a control signal with an
exploratory signal to ensure PE, i.e., volatility of the update
regressor for all time (cf. [6], [11], [19]). As NN learning
is being performed, the resulting NN weights are used in
the controller to drive the states to accomplish an objec-
tive (e.g., regulation to the origin); this seemingly counter-
intuitive notion of having both volatility and control over the
states provides motivation to take advantage of a concurrent
learning-based approach which assumes state excitation over
only a finite interval of time.

Contrary to PE-based approaches and similar to [14],
this result ensures data richness by using estimated system
dynamics to approximately evaluate the BE at any desired
point in the state space. Let sij ,

{
%l ∈ S | l = 1, . . . ,

∣∣V̄∣∣}
be a set of sampling state space points and let Sij ,{
sclij | cl = 1, . . . , L2

}
be a collection of these sets. Similar

to (7), the following condition provides data richness for use
of the BE evaluated at a prespecified set of state space points.

Assumption 4. For each (i, j) ∈ Ē, there exists a set of
state space points Sij such that ∀t ∈ R≥0,

µij ,
1

L2
inf

t∈R≥0

λmin

(
L2∑
cl=1

χclij
(
χclij
)T

γclij

)
> 0, (24)



where (·)clij denotes evaluation at the sample state-space
points sij , γij , 1 + λij (χij)

T
Γijχij ∈ R provides

normalization, λij ∈ R is a positive constant normalization
gain, Γij ∈ Rwij×wij is a positive definite least-squares
gain matrix, and χclij , χij

(
sclij , ωa, θ̂i, θ̂j

)
, where ωa ,{

Ŵaij | j ∈ V̄
}

. In general, it is not feasible to guarantee
(24) a priori. However, similar to the condition in (7), this
approach benefits from the capability of accommodating this
restriction by storing more information than theoretically
necessary; i.e., the condition in (24) may be satisfied by
collecting data such that L2 � wij .

Note that, contrary to the PE assumption, the preceding
assumption can be verified online in part by computing the

rank of the record matrix
∑L2

cl=1

χ
cl
ij(χ

cl
ij)

T

γ
cl
ij

.
The BE may be evaluated approximately at a sampling

point sclij as

δclij ,
1

2

(
eclij
)T
Qije

cl
ij +

1

2

(
uclij
)T
Riu

cl
ij + ŴT

cijχ
cl
ij ,

where uclij , −R−1
i gTi

(∑
k∈N̄i

aik

(
σ′clijik

)T
−
∑
k∈Ni

aki

(
σ′clijki

)T)
Ŵaij . A least-squares based

concurrent learning update law is designed to update the
critic NN weight estimate using the BE as [14]

˙̂
Wcij = −φc1ijΓij

χij
γij

δij −
φc2ij
L2

Γij

L2∑
cl=1

χclij
γclij

δclij , (25)

Γ̇ij =

(
βijΓij − φc1ijΓij

χijχ
T
ij

γ2
ij

Γij

)
1{‖Γij‖≤Γ̄ij}, (26)

where φc1ij , φc2ij ∈ R>0 are constant adaptation gains, the
initial condition of Γij is positive definite and bounded such
that ‖Γij (t0)‖ ≤ Γ̄ij , βij ∈ R>0 is a constant forgetting
factor, 1{·} denotes the indicator function, and Γ̄ij ∈ R>0 is
a saturation constant. The construction of the update law in
(26) ensures that Γij satisfies the bounds

Γij ≤ ‖Γij (t)‖ ≤ Γ̄ij , ∀t ∈ R≥0, (27)

where Γij ∈ R>0 is constant, and that Γij remains positive
definite [20].

The actor NN weight estimate is updated to follow the
critic NN weight as

˙̂
Waij = −φa1ij

(
Ŵaij − Ŵcij

)
− φa2ijŴaij

+

(
φc1ijG

T
σijŴaijχ

T
ij

2γij

+

L2∑
cl=1

φc2ij
(
Gclσij

)T
Ŵaij

(
χclij
)T

2L2γ
cl
ij

)
Ŵcij , (28)

where φa1ij , φa2ij ∈ R>0 are constant adaptation gains
and Gσij ,

(∑
k∈N̄i

aikσ
′
ijik −

∑
k∈Ni

akiσ
′
ijki

)
giR
−1
i gTi(∑

k∈N̄i
aikσ

′T
ijik −

∑
k∈Ni

akiσ
′T
ijki

)
∈ Rwij .

Note that, using this approach, the recorded data points
need not be collected from the state trajectory only; given
the estimated dynamics, full rank of the update law in (25)
is guaranteed by preselecting a set of points which satisfy
the condition in (24). Thus, sufficient exploration of the state
space is not necessary to accommodate NN training.

Since the network objective is regulation of all agents’
states, an intuitive selection of data points is a set of
uniformly distributed bounded points about the origin.

V. STABILITY ANALYSIS

The following theorem describes the stability of the net-
worked systems and describes the performance of the ADP-
based control scheme.

Theorem 1. For each agent i ∈ V and neighbor j ∈ N̄i,
using the identifier in (8) and the controller in (20) along with
the adaptive update laws in (25)-(28), eij , W̃aij , W̃cij are
UUB, resulting in approximate network synchronization and
NN weight estimation, provided Assumptions 1-4 hold, the
gains kθ̂i , φa1ij , φa2ij , φc2ij are selected sufficiently large,
and the concurrent learning sample points are selected to
obtain a sufficiently large µij .

Proof: Due to paper length restrictions, a sketch of
the proof is outlined. Let a positive definite, continu-
ously differentiable candidate Lyapunov function VL :

R2Nn+
∑

i∈V

(∑
j∈N̄i

2wij+pi
)
×R≥0 → R≥0 be defined as

VL ,
∑
i∈V

(∑
j∈N̄i

(
V ∗ij +

1

2
W̃T
cijΓ

−1
ij W̃cij +

1

2
W̃T
aijW̃aij

)

+ VI,i

)
. (29)

Using the inequalities in (11) and (27), the positive definite
property of V ∗ij and [21, Lemma 4.3], VL may be bounded
as

vL

(
‖Z‖2

)
≤ VL (Z, t) ≤ v̄L

(
‖Z‖2

)
∀t ∈ R≥0 (30)

for all Z ∈ R2Nn+
∑

i∈V

(∑
j∈N̄i

2wij+pi
)

, where vL, v̄L :
R≥0 → R≥0 are class K functions and

Z ,
[
xT1 , . . . , x

T
N , θ̃

T
1 , . . . , θ̃

T
N , x̃

T
1 , . . . , x̃

T
N , Z

T
1 , . . . , Z

T
N

]T
,

where Zi ,
[
W̃T
aiζi

, . . . , W̃T
ai|N̄i|, W̃

T
ciζi

, . . . , W̃T
ci|N̄i|

]T
and

ζi ∈ N̄i.
After using the Cauchy-Schwarz and triangle inequalities

and completing the squares, the derivative of (29) is upper-
bounded as

V̇L ≤ −
1

2
vL ‖Z‖2 ∀ ‖Z‖ >

√
2ι

vL
, (31)

where vL ∈ R is positive provided
kθ̂i , φa1ij , φa2ij , φc2ij , µij are sufficiently large and
ι ∈ R is a positive bounded constant which is dependent



on the agents’ dynamics and neural network function
reconstruction. With (30) and (31), Theorem 4.18 in [21]
is invoked to conclude that Z (t) is UUB. Thus, because
ei is UUB ∀i ∈ V and Ḡ is connected, approximate
synchronization is achieved [22]. Furthermore, because each
W̃aij is UUB, each

∥∥u∗ij − uij∥∥ is UUB.
Remark 1. The ultimate bound can be made arbitrarily small
by increasing the gains φa1ij , φa2ij , φc2ij and the parameter
µij (by selecting more state space evaluation points).

VI. CONCLUSION

A concurrent learning-based controller is designed to syn-
chronize a communication-centralized leader-follower net-
work of agents with uncertain nonlinear dynamics. The
developed controller introduces a control structure which
treats the control of each agent as a multi-player nonzero-sum
game. The novel per-neighbor control structure allows for
greater flexibility in the consideration of individual neighbors
during synchronization. The stability of all networked agents
and approximate learning of the desired control policies are
guaranteed by the use of data-driven concurrent learning-
based ADP and a Lyapunov-based stability analysis. Future
work may consider completely unknown drift dynamics and
communication topologies described by directed graphs.
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